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It is known that the behavior of many complex systems is controlled
by local dynamic rearrangements or fluctuations occurring within
them. Complex molecular systems, composed of many molecules
interacting with each other in a Brownian storm, make no exception.
Despite the rise of machine learning and of sophisticated structural
descriptors, detecting local fluctuations and collective transitions in
complex dynamic ensembles remains often difficult. Here we show
a machine learning framework based on a new descriptor, which we
name Local Environments and Neighbors Shuffling (LENS), that al-
lows identifying dynamic domains and detecting local fluctuations in
a variety of systems in an abstract and efficient way. By tracking how
much the microscopic surrounding of each molecular unit changes
over time in terms of neighbor individuals, LENS allows to charac-
terize the global (macroscopic) dynamics of molecular systems in
phase-transition, phases-coexistence, as well as intrinsically char-
acterized by local fluctuations (e.g., defects). Statistical analysis of
the LENS time-series data extracted from molecular dynamics trajec-
tories of, e.g., liquid-like, solid-like, or dynamically-diverse complex
molecular systems allows tracking in an efficient way the presence of
different dynamic domains and of local fluctuations emerging within
them. The approach is found robust, versatile, and applicable in-
dependently of the features of the system and simply provided that
a trajectory containing information on the relative motion of the in-
teracting units is available. We envisage that "such a LENS" will
constitute a precious basis for exploring the dynamic complexity of a
variety of systems and, given its abstract definition, not necessarily
of molecular ones.
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Supramolecular assemblies and crystalline structures, are1

characterized by a non-trivial internal dynamics that is of-2

ten ambiguous and challenging to unveil.(1–5) Self-assembled3

structures, composed of molecular units interacting with each4

other via reversible non-covalent interactions, offer a notable5

example of systems where a continuous reshuffling and ex-6

change of the constitutive building-blocks is at the origin of7

interesting bioinspired and stimuli-responsive properties.(6–13)8

Also other completely different systems, such as, e.g., metallic9

structures, are known to possess a non-trivial internal dynam-10

ics. Already at ∼ 1/3 of the melting temperature (i.e., the11

so-called Hüttig temperature) metal surfaces are known to12

enter a dynamic equilibrium where atoms may leave their13

lattice positions and start moving on the atomic surface, in-14

ducing surface transformations and reconstructions.(5, 14, 15)15

In nanosized metal systems (metal nanoclusters, nanoparticles,16

etc.), such atomic dynamics emerges even at lower (e.g., room)17

temperature.(16) In all these cases, the dynamics and fluc-18

tuations in time of the building blocks are deeply connected 19

to important properties of the materials, such as, e.g., the 20

mechanical properties of metals,(17–19) their performance in 21

heterogeneous catalysis,(20–23) or, for example, the dynam- 22

ics adaptivity and stimuli-responsiveness of supramolecular 23

materials.(13, 24–27) Gaining the ability to track the dynam- 24

ics of the building blocks in complex self-organizing molecular 25

systems is fundamental to studying and rationalizing most 26

of their properties.(6, 27–31) However, this is also typically 27

challenging and demands efficient analysis approaches. 28

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are being increas- 29

ingly used to obtain high-resolution insights into the behavior 30

of a variety of systems.(32) (1, 33–40) One key advantage 31

of MD trajectories is that these keep track of the motion of 32

the individual molecular units and contains all phase-space 33

information, hence the complete structure and dynamics of 34

the complex system. Nonetheless, non-trivial aspects con- 35

cern the extraction of relevant information from the large 36

amount of data contained in the MD trajectories and their 37

conversion to human-readable form. Typical descriptors used 38

to extract information from MD trajectories may be divided 39

into system-specific or abstract (general) descriptors. Exten- 40

sively used to investigate, e.g., ice-water systems,(41) or metal 41

clusters,(38, 42) to cite a few examples, ad hoc descriptors 42
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build on considerable a priori knowledge of the system un-43

der consideration and are developed and optimized on such44

specific system, but poorly transferable to different ones. Ab-45

stract descriptors e.g., Smooth Overlap of Atomic Positions46

(SOAP), radial distribution functions (g(r)), etc. are con-47

versely less specific and more general.(41, 43–49) Although48

less precise than the tailored ones, abstract descriptors offer an49

advantage in terms of transferability: they can be applied to50

different systems and do not require deep a priori knowledge51

of the system’s features.(43, 48, 50) The high-dimensional52

data obtained using such descriptors are typically converted53

into lower-dimensional human-readable information via super-54

vised and unsupervised machine learning (ML) approaches55

(e.g., clustering), and analyzed to characterize the internal56

dynamics of the studied systems.(51–57) For example, un-57

supervised clustering of SOAP(43) data extracted from MD58

trajectories recently allowed to study the complex dynamics in59

self-assembling fibers, micelles, lipid bilayers, (47, 50, 58–60)60

in confined ionic environments,(47, 59) as well as in metal61

nanoparticles and surfaces.(5, 16)62

Despite the advantages granted by such ML develop-63

ments, the behavior of complex molecular systems is of-64

ten determined by rare fluctuations and local dynamic65

rearrangements,(6, 7, 27) poorly captured by average-based66

measurements. The dynamics of defects in materials science67

is a typical example of local events determining a variety of68

hierarchical materials’ properties.(31, 61) However, detecting69

and tracking local fluctuations becomes increasingly difficult70

when dealing with complex molecular/atomic systems where a71

certain degree of structural order is coupled with a continuous72

exchange and reshuffling of molecules/atoms.(25) Abstract73

descriptors that are transferable and at the same time effective74

in capturing local fluctuations in complex dynamic systems75

would be fundamental.76

Here we develop an abstract descriptor named "Local Envi-77

ronments and Neighbors Shuffling (LENS)". Combined with78

a ML-based analysis, LENS is capable of detecting different79

dynamic domains and tracking local fluctuations in complex80

molecular systems without deep prior knowledge of the chem-81

ical/physical features of the constituent building blocks but82

simply by tracing their reciprocal motion and instantaneous83

fluctuations in space and time. LENS builds on a relatively84

simple definition and can be transferred to a variety of complex85

systems with, liquid, solid, or diverse/hybrid dynamics (e.g.,86

typical of phase-transitions). The results obtained with LENS87

change the vision of complex molecular systems and, building88

on simple and general basic concepts, suggest a broad applica-89

bility (e.g., not necessarily restricted to molecular ones).90

Results91

LENS: Local Environments & Neighbors Shuffling. In this92

work, we analyze molecular dynamics (MD) trajectories of var-93

ious molecular/atomic systems, from soft to crystalline ones,94

possessing liquid-like to solid-like dynamics. As examples of95

fluid-like systems, we use lipid bilayers and surfactant micelles,96

(60) while for solid-like dynamics, we focus on metal surfaces(5)97

and nanoparticles.(16) Furthermore, we also include systems98

with intrinsically non-uniform internal dynamics, such as, e.g.,99

a system where ice and liquid water coexist in dynamic equi-100

librium in correspondence of the solid-liquid transition, and101

soft self-assembled fibers whose behavior is dominated by lo-102

cal dynamic defects (see Supplementary Table S1 for system 103

details).(6, 7, 50) Such a large diversity is functional to test 104

the generality of our approach. 105

Despite their intrinsic differences, all these systems can be 106

considered from an abstract point of view as composed of N 107

dynamically interacting particles with their own individual 108

trajectories. The analysis approach we present herein is based 109

on the concept of molecular individuals (even in cases of 110

systems of chemically identical particles). In particular, from 111

the global trajectory of the system, we can identify the sub- 112

trajectory of the ith particle (with i ranging from 1 to N ). From 113

this, we can thus describe the local environment surrounding 114

each ith particle in terms of its neighbor individuals (IDs) 115

and monitor the changes of IDs at each interval between the 116

sampled timestep ∆t along the trajectory. Figure 1a (top-left) 117

shows a representative scheme where, at a given time t, the 118

neighbor ID units (gray circles) surrounding the ith particle 119

(i = 1 – red circle) within a sphere of radius rcut (namely, the 120

neighborhood cutoff) are listed in a fingerprint string Ct
i=1. 121

The local Ct+∆t
i=1 environment at t + ∆t may change from 122

that one at time t (Ct
i=1) when neighbor switching (Figure 1a: 123

top-right), addition (Figure 1a: bottom-left), or subtraction 124

(bottom-right) occur in ∆t. 125

Our analysis is based on monitoring the time-lapse sequence 126

of the ID data along a given trajectory. We developed a 127

new descriptor named "Local Environments and Neighbors 128

Shuffling (LENS)", which allows us to track to what extent 129

the ith local environment changes at every consecutive time 130

interval (Ct
i , Ct+∆t

i , Ct+2∆t
i , etc.) along its trajectory. LENS 131

is built to detect essentially two types of changes in the local 132

neighbor environments along a trajectory: (i) changes in the 133

number of neighbors (addition/leave of one or more neighbors), 134

and/or (ii) changes in the IDs of the neighbors (switching of 135

one or more neighbor IDs). The instantaneous value of LENS 136

(δi, in its variable form) is defined as: 137

δt+∆t
i =

#(Ct
i

⋃
Ct+∆t

i − Ct
i

⋂
Ct+∆t

i )
#(Ct

i + Ct+∆t
i )

[1] 138

where the first (Ct
i

⋃
Ct+∆t

i ) and the second term 139

(Ct
i

⋂
Ct+∆t

i ) of the numerator are respectively the mathe- 140

matical union and intersection of the neighbor IDs present 141

within rcut from particle i at time t and at time t + ∆t. The 142

denominator contains a normalization factor, which is the total 143

length of the neighbor ID lists (strings) at the two consecutive 144

timesteps. Thus, for every particle i, the δi(t) ranges from 0 145

to 1 for local neighbor environments which are respectively 146

persistent to highly dynamic over time. For example, in the 147

hypothetical case where no local neighbor changes occur in ∆t, 148

the union of Ct
i and Ct+∆t

i is identical to their intersection, 149

and LENS gives δt+∆t
i = 0. In a case where, e.g., all IDs 150

permute in different IDs in ∆t (complete shuffling while the 151

number of neighbors remains constant), the numerator of the 152

δt
i ((Ct

i + Ct+∆t
i ) − 0) is equal to the denominator, and LENS 153

gives δt+∆t
i = 1. As shown in Figure 1b (top), the LENS signal 154

(δi) for the generic particle i can be considered proportional 155

to the local neighborhood changes within a time-interval ∆t. 156

Figure 1b reports two examples of LENS signal over time in 157

the cases of a particle with fluid-like behavior (center) and of 158

another particle (bottom) which dynamics is dominated by 159

local fluctuations. 160

The time-lapse analysis provided by LENS can be also 161
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Fig. 1. Tracking local neighbor environments in complex molecular systems with the LENS descriptor. (a) The local molecular environment of the particle i = 1 at time t is
defined by an array Ct

i containing the identities (IDs) of all molecular units within a sphere of radius rcut (blue arrow). Along the MD trajectory, Ct
i can be calculated for all

constitutive particles at each sampled MD timestep t. The local molecular environment Ct
i of the unit i = 1 (red particle) at time t1 (top-left). The local environment Ct+∆t

i

at time t2 = t1 + ∆t, when particle switching occurs in ∆t (top-right). The local environment Ct+∆t
i

at time t2 = t1 + ∆t, when one particle enters (bottom-left) or
leaves (bottom-right) the neighborhood sphere in ∆t. (b) The LENS descriptor. The LENS signal for the generic particle i δτ

i is proportional to the number of changes in the
neighborhood within a timestep τ (top). Two examples of typical LENS signals, δi(t) (raw data smoothed as described in the Methods section), for a particle with fluid-like
behavior (center) and a particle with dynamics dominated by local fluctuations (bottom). (c) Global statistical analysis. All contact events between the particle i and all the
others in the system, visited along the entire trajectory T , are counted and listed in the DT

i array. Two examples of contact counts, DT
i , between a molecule i and all other IDs

in the two distinct dynamics cases of panel (c).

corroborated/compared with a time-independent statistical162

analysis of the ID neighbor list data Ci. In particular, from the163

ID neighbor list data Ci calculated at every sampled time-step164

(t, t + ∆t, t + 2∆t, etc.), one can easily estimate how many165

times a particle i has been in direct contact with all the other166

N ID particles during a sampled trajectory T. All inter-IDs167

contacts visited along the trajectory T are then stored into168

an array DT
i (Figure 1c). In such global statistical analysis,169

the DT
i data are useful to detect the presence of domains170

differing from each other in terms of dinamicity/persistence of171

the local neighbor individuals over time (i.e., in terms of how172

quickly/slowly the neighbor IDs change along the trajectory).173

In particular, analysis of the global DT contact matrix (Figure174

2e) provides information on the propensity of a certain i unit to175

be, e.g., persistently surrounded by the same neighbors (IDs)176

or by a population that is in continuous reshuffling during the177

simulation (see Methods for details).178

To provide a more quantitative investigation, we define a179

Variability (V) parameter by estimating the standard deviation180

of the DT
i counts. Namely, high standard deviation of the DT

i181

values means that, among all sampled timesteps, a generic unit182

i shows a high number of contact events with few neighbors183

and very low contact occurrence with the others (meaning that184

its closest neighbors tend to remain always the same along185

the trajectory). On the other hands, low standard deviation186

of the DT
i values implies a moderate but uniform number of187

neighboring events among all neighbor IDs (meaning that the188

closest neighbors of unit i change a lot along the trajectory). In189

this perspective, the Variability (V) parameter is then defined190

as the inverse of the standard deviation of the DT
i values: more191

dynamic neighborhood environments of i have high V while192

more static neighborhood environments have low V values.193

As it will be discussed in the next sections, such global 194

time-independent analysis does correlate with the LENS one 195

for systems composed of statistically-relevant dynamically- 196

diverse domains (populated by a relevant number of units that 197

can be effectively detected via "dynamic-pattern recognition" 198

approaches), while it does not for systems whose dynamics is 199

dominated by sparse local fluctuations/transitions. 200

Into the dynamics of fluid-like systems. We start testing LENS 201

on a soft molecular system with non-trivial fluid-like dynam- 202

ics (Figure 2). In particular, we analyze a MD simulation 203

trajectory of a coarse-grained (CG) bicomponent lipid bilayer 204

composed of 1150 DIPC:DPPC lipid molecules in 2:3 ratio 205

(see Figure 2a, where DIPC and DPPC are colored in red 206

and blue respectively). It is well known that at T = 280 207

K, a 2:3 DIPC:DPPC lipid bilayer self-segregates into two 208

distinct regions, populated by the two lipid species which do 209

not mix in such conditions.(62) For this lipid model we ran 15 210

µs of CG-MD simulation using the Martini 2.2 force field,(63) 211

(see Methods section and Supplementary Table S1 for details). 212

The last 10 µs, representative of an equilibrated MD regime, 213

are used for the analysis. 214

Being interested in the lipid shuffling dynamics, in our 215

LENS analysis we use the lipid heads as reference constituent 216

particles and we set a time-interval of ∆t = 10 ns with a 217

neighborhood cutoff rcut = 16 Å (Supplementary Figure S2). 218

On average, with such a setup, every reference lipid has ∼ 13 219

neighbors. Noteworthy, the robustness of the analysis while 220

changing the rcut or ∆t is demonstrated in Supplementary Fig- 221

ures S3,S4. Figure 2b shows on the left the time-profiles of δi(t) 222

for the 1150 lipid heads forming the bilayer, while on the right 223

the δi data distribution and the correlated KDE are reported. 224

Crippa et al. PNAS | July 25, 2023 | vol. XXX | no. XX | 3
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Fig. 2. LENS analysis of fluid-like systems. (a) Bicomponent lipid bilayer made of 1150 lipid molecules, namely DIPC:DPPC in 2:3 ratio (460:690 in total, 230:345 per leaflet)
colored in red and blue, respectively. (b) Time-series of LENS signals, δi(t), with the Kernel Density Estimate (KDE) of LENS distribution classified into four clusters (left). MD
snapshot of lipids bilayer colored according to their clusters of belonging (right). (c) Inter-clusters normalized transition probability matrix. The pii and pij matrix entries
indicate the % probability that molecules with LENS signal typical of a cluster i remain in that dynamical environment or move to another one j (with different dynamics) in ∆t.
Hierarchical grouping of the dynamically-closer clusters (dendrogram cutting) is reported on top of the matrix, and it provides two macroclusters, merging cyan and green
on one hand, and orange and purple on the other hand. (d) MD snapshot of lipid bilayer colored according to macroclusters in (c): light-blue identifying DPPC lipids, pink
identifying DIPC lipids (top-left). Cluster composition histogram (top-right) and interconversion diagram (bottom) with the transition exchange probabilities and the cluster
population percentages (within colored circle). (e) HC analysis of the DT matrix identifying four main clusters (light blue, green, purple, orange). (f) Variability, V , analysis
of the clusters: distributions, median (first and third quartiles), maximum and minimum values (whiskers). The green and light blue clusters, arranging on separated bilayer
leaflets, have higher V than the orange and magenta clusters (left). MD snapshot front view of lipid bilayer colored according the HC clustering of DT matrix (middle). Cluster
composition histogram (top-right): the green and light blue clusters are made of DIPC lipids (in red in (a)), while the orange and magenta ones correspond to the DPPC lipids (in
blue in (a)). MD snapshot lateral view of lipid bilayer colored according the HC clustering of DT matrix (bottom-right).Note that the sub-units within each considered system are
illustrated coherently to the color code of the belonging cluster.

Here, two peaks are clearly detected. A simple supervised225

clustering analysis, carried out with the KMeans algorithm(64)226

on LENS signals, demonstrates that the δi distribution can be227

classified into four clusters (cyan, green, orange, and purple)228

denoted as dynamical clusters or domains. The time-series229

data of the individual lipid IDs along the trajectory allows230

computing the exchange probability matrix represented in231

Figure 2c and obtaining the associated dendrogram detailing232

the hierarchical interconnection/adjacency between such four233

detected clusters. In the exchange probability matrix, the pnn234

and pnm entries indicate the % probability for a lipid i belong-235

ing to a given dynamical cluster n – having a characteristic236

rate-of-change of its local neighbor environment – to remain in237

that dynamic domain or to undergo a transition into a different238

dynamic cluster m – with a different LENS fingerprint – in239

∆t (see Methods for additional details). The four obtained240

microclusters can be then hierarchically merged based on the241

dendrogram in Figure 2c, by connecting those having a high242

probability of exchanging molecules. Such approach provides243

two main macroclusters, colored in light blue and pink, whose244

populations and transition probabilities in ∆t are reported in245

the interconversion diagram of Figure 2d within circles and246

on the arrows, respectively.247

The data show that the pink domain, obtained after merg-248

ing orange and purple clusters, is dominated by those lipid249

units having a higher aptitude to mutate their neighborhood250

environment: in other words, by those having a more dynamic251

local neighbor environment (high δi). On the other hand, 252

the lipids belonging to the light blue domain, resulting from 253

blending the cyan and green microclusters, reveal a slower vari- 254

ation of their surrounding environment and hence weaker local 255

mobility (low δi). Not surprisingly, while the pink dynamics 256

domain overlaps with the DIPC molecules (red component), 257

known to be in liquid phase (62), the light blue cluster matches 258

up with the DPPC lipids (blue component) that are instead 259

in gel phase (62) (see composition histogram in Figure 2d, 260

top-right). Furthermore, the estimated exchange probabili- 261

ties between the pink and light blue macroclusters are very 262

low (< 1%) in ∆t = 10 ns, which is consistent with a sharp 263

segregation between the gel and fluid phases. 264

In order to test the robustness of our descriptor LENS, 265

we have also carried out a 2D Voronoi-based tessellation (a 266

reference approach to detect, e.g., liquid/gel phases in lipid 267

bilayers (65)) on the MD trajectories of the DIPC-DPPC 268

lipid bilayer at T = 280 K. The obtained results show how, 269

in the case of phase segregation in the DIPC-DPPC bilayer, 270

the Voronoi analysis while qualitatively matching with the 271

results obtained with LENS, reports a less well defined and 272

more blurred characterization of the liquid DIPC and gel 273

DPPC segregated phases that are expected experimentally 274

(62) (see Supplementary Figure S15). 275

We also tested the robustness of the LENS results against 276

tuning the ∆t (i.e., the time resolution) in the analysis (see 277

Figure S4). Comparing the results of Figure S4a and S4b, it is 278
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possible to note that the absolute values of LENS – which are279

related to the degree of reshuffling in the microscopic neigh-280

bor environments in the ∆t – may differ while changing the281

sampling time-step. This is expected, as changing the ∆t in282

these analyses equals to changing the time-resolution and the283

details that are consequently captured (i.e., events occurring284

faster than the used ∆t cannot be captured). However, it is285

worth noting (i) that the quantitative LENS numbers are of286

little interest, while their comparison, distributions, and the287

fashion of the LENS timeseries are the key interesting points.288

Furthermore, (ii) while the microscopic details captured may289

change with the ∆t (Figure S4, left: e.g., ∆t = 5ns vs. 50290

ns), the analysis remains quite robust on a macroscopic level,291

and grouping the adjacent microclusters into dynamic macro-292

clusters based on the hierarchical interconnection dendrogram293

provides the same (coarse-grained) results in both cases (Fig-294

ure S4: right). While, as in many other types of analyses,295

a preliminary phase of similar tests is useful to identify the296

best match between high-resolution and robustness/relevance297

in the obtained results, the LENS analyses reported herein298

demonstrated a considerable robustness in the obtained global299

results.300

Figure 2e,f illustrates the main outcomes of the global sta-301

tistical analysis explained in the previous paragraph. The302

collected data, DT
i , are organized into a count matrix where303

the single entry i,j defines the total number of neighboring304

events between lipids i and j (Figure 2e). Although such sta-305

tistical analysis is unrelated to the temporal sequence of the306

Ct
i s, the global DT matrix allows distinguishing the propensity307

of a certain lipid to be, e.g., persistently surrounded by the308

same neighbors or by a population in continuous exchange309

(reshuffling) during the simulation. After hierarchical cluster-310

ing (HC) of the DT matrix data (see Methods for details),311

four main dynamic domains are identified (Figure 2e, right):312

in green, light-blue, orange, purple. Lipid molecules charac-313

terized by a similar distribution of neighbor contacts in the314

DT matrix are classified in the same dynamics domain. For a315

more quantitative investigation, we also define a Variability316

(V) parameter by estimating the standard deviation of the DT
i :317

the broader is the distribution of the neighbor IDs, the higher318

is the Variability (see Methods for details). The analysis shows319

that the green and light-blue domains are identically highly320

dynamic, while the orange and purple clusters, similar to each321

other from a dynamical standpoint, are ∼ 4 times more static322

(Figure 2f, left). Note that, while having the same variability323

and local-shuffling dynamics, the two green/light-blue (and or-324

ange/purple) clusters are identified in this analysis as separate325

environments. In fact, since the bilayer model replicated on326

the xy through periodic boundary conditions, the DIPC and327

DPPC lipids belonging to the upper leaflet do not get in con-328

tact with those in the bottom one (their DT
i distributions do329

not overlap). The histograms in Figure 2f (right) reveal that330

the green and blue clusters correspond to red DIPC lipids,331

while the orange and purple domains correspond to the blue332

DPPC molecules. This is consistent with the experimental333

evidence,(62) showing that the DIPC lipids form a liquid334

phase segregating from gel-phase DPPC molecules at the335

simulation temperature. It is worth noting how the macroclus-336

ters obtained with the global statistical analysis (Figure 2e,f)337

correspond in these case to those obtained via LENS-based338

clustering. As anticipated, such correspondence occurs only339

in those systems composed of "statistically dominant" differ- 340

ent dynamic domains, as in this case, where a liquid and a 341

fluid phase coexist in the bilayer system. In the next sections, 342

we will also discuss cases where LENS detects fluctuations 343

that get lost and cannot be tracked via such global/average 344

analyses, since they are not statistically relevant. 345

To test the generality of our approach, we also tested the 346

same analysis on a CG-MD simulation trajectory of a bi- 347

component micelle model (Supplementary Figure S2) made 348

of n-stearoyl L-histidine (H) and p-nitrophenyl ester of n- 349

stearoyl L-phenylalanine self-assembling surfactant molecules 350

(see Methods for details).(60) Supplementary Figures S2a-d 351

show how both LENS and the corresponding time-independent 352

Variability analyses identify two distinct dynamic domains: a 353

"donut-like" region of H surfactants (red) and two separated, 354

flatter circular sections of F-NP surfactants (in blue). Simi- 355

larly to the bi-component lipid bilayer case discussed above, 356

the dynamics of such bi-component micellar assembly appears 357

being thus characterized by different statistically-relevant dy- 358

namic domains. 359

Into phase transitions & dynamic phases coexistence. We also 360

tested the efficiency of LENS in characterizing phase transi- 361

tions as well as the dynamic coexistence between different 362

phases. To this end, we discuss two different example sys- 363

tems: (i) a (soft) DPPC lipid bilayer system undergoing 364

gel-to-liquid transition with increasing temperature, and (ii) a 365

simulation box where crystalline ice and liquid water coexist 366

in correspondence of the melting/solidification temperature. 367

For case (i), we analyze 1001 consecutive snapshots taken 368

along 1 µs of CG-MD simulations (∆t = 1 ns) of a lipid bi- 369

layer model composed of 1152 self-assembled DPPC lipids 370

parametrized with the Martini force field (63) at three dis- 371

tinct temperatures: 273 K, 293 K, and 323 K (see Methods 372

for details).(58) It is known that DPPC lipid bilayers have 373

a transition temperature gel-to-liquid of ∼ 315 K.(66) How- 374

ever, detecting in a robust manner such gel-liquid phases is 375

not straightforward and typically requires sophisticated analy- 376

sis approaches that are not always trivial to handle.(58, 67) 377

After reducing the number of clusters detected by KMeans 378

(Supplementary Figure S6), LENS identifies two main phases 379

dominating the DPPC bilayer at T = 293 K (Figure 3a): 380

the δi(t) data indicates that while the largest part of lipids 381

show a reduced local reshuffling of neighbors over time, a 382

non-negligible portion of them is more dynamic. As shown 383

in Figure 3a (right), two phases coexist at T = 293 K: ∼ 8% 384

of DPPC lipids are found in the red phase, which starts 385

nucleating into the blue one (∼ 92%) - see also Supplementary 386

Movie S1. The transition probability between the two phases 387

is also detected and reported on the black arrows. By using 388

the same setup that detected the gel/liquid separation at 293 389

K, LENS-based clustering identifies two dominating phases 390

in the DPPC bilayer at T = 273 K and T = 323 K, respec- 391

tively: a cyan domain with lower δi vs. a red environment 392

with higher δi, respectively (Figure 3b). Global statistical 393

analysis summarized in Figure 3c by the Variability of DT
i 394

distributions reveals that the dynamic reshuffling of lipids is 395

considerably reduced in the cyan domain compared to the red 396

one (∼ 2 − 6 times). This indicates that the lipids into the 397

cyan cluster most probably correspond to the gel phase, while 398

the lipids in the red environment behave as a liquid phase, as 399

also evident in the red disordered lipid tails compared with the 400
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Fig. 3. LENS analysis of multi-phases coexistence. (a) LENS analysis for DPPC lipid bilayer in coexistence conditions at T = 293 K: time-series of LENS signals, δi(t), with
the KDE of LENS distribution, and the interconnection dendrogram identifying two macroclusters in cyan and red (left). MD snapshot of a DPPC lipid bilayer colored according
to the two main LENS macroclusters (top-right) and related dynamic interconversion diagram (bottom-right). (b) LENS analysis, detecting phase transition at T = 273 K (gel)
and T = 323 K (liquid) for a DPPC lipid bilayer. (c) Global statistical neighborhood analysis of the DPPC lipid bilayer across a phase transition: at T = 273 K the bilayer is in
gel-state (low variability V ), at T = 323 K it is in the liquid-state (high), while two domains (gel and fluid) are detected at T = 293 K. (d) Ice/water coexistence in an MD
simulation (using the TIP4P/Ice water model at 268 K(68)): Oxygen atoms in red and Hydrogen atoms in white. (e) LENS analysis of ice-water coexistence: time-series
of LENS signals (δi(t): left) with the KDE of the LENS distribution, and the HC interconnection dendrogram-based clustering (center). The four initially-detected LENS
microclusters, represented in different colors in the MD snapshot (right), are merged via HC into three main dynamic environments/clusters. (f) Left: MD snapshot showing the
three main LENS macroclusters, which identify the liquid phase (in red), the ice phase (in white), and the ice-liquid interface region (in cyan). Right: dynamic interconversion
diagram showing how water molecules undergo dynamic transitions from ice-to-liquid and vice versa, passing through the ice-liquid interface in such conditions. Note that the
sub-units within each considered system are illustrated coherently to the color code of the belonging cluster.

more extended/ordered cyan ones (see the snapshot in Figure401

3a). These data thus demonstrate how LENS can blindly402

distinguish between gel (cyan) and liquid (red) lipid phases403

and efficiently detect their nucleation and transitions across404

temperature variations. Furthermore, a 2D Voronoi analysis405

is found essentially inefficient compared to LENS in detecting406

the nucleation of small liquid domains and their coexistence407

within a dominant gel phase in a DPPC bilayer at T = 293408

K (see Supplementary Figure S16). This shows how LENS,409

despite being a general descriptor, thus not optimized for any410

system in particular, may perform at least as well, and even411

better for such soft dynamical systems than ad hoc tailored412

analyses which typically assume a considerable a priori knowl-413

edge of the analyzed systems and are also little transferable414

to different systems.415

For case (ii), we analyze 500 consecutive frames taken every416

∆t = 0.1 ns along 50 ns of MD simulation at T = 268 K of a417

periodic box containing 2048 water molecules in total, 1024 of418

which are in the solid state and arranged in a typical hexagonal419

ice crystal configuration, while the other 1024, segregated from420

the first ones, are in the liquid phase (Figure 3d). Shown in421

Figure 3e, the LENS signals for all water molecules (δi(t)422

data) clearly demonstrate the presence of two main phases423

coexisting: one corresponding to low δi values (more static424

behavior), while the second one characterized by higher δi 425

values (more dynamic). HC clustering on the dendrogram 426

reduces the number of clusters (Supplementary Figure S7a), 427

identifying three main dynamic phases (Figure 3e): the ice 428

phase (in white), the liquid phase (in red), and the water-ice 429

interface (in cyan). The interconversion diagram of Figure 3f 430

(right) reveals how the ice and liquid phases exchange molecules 431

through such interface cyan region. We underline how such 432

a neat classification is typically non-trivial to be attained 433

via sophisticated abstract structural descriptors such as, e.g., 434

SOAP, (69–71) and typical pattern recognition algorithms. On 435

the other hand, with LENS the detection of different dynamic 436

environments emerges in a straightforward manner and simply 437

by tracking differences in the local reshuffling of the individual 438

water molecules. 439

As additional tests, we have also carried out a systematic 440

comparison between the information that can be inferred via 441

our LENS-based analyses vs. state-of-the-art benchmark analy- 442

ses for the ice/water system by using the dynamical propensity 443

(DP) descriptor (see Figure S19). (72) The characterization 444

obtained via such DP analysis is found similar to those at- 445

tained via the average KDE LENS distributions of Figure 3e 446

or via our V parameter. This demonstrates how LENS can 447

work at least as well as state-of-the-art DP analysis for such 448
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systems. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that our LENS anal-449

ysis also retains richer information than those evincible from450

such averaged analyses. Indeed, from dynamical propensity451

(DP), KDE LENS distributions, V parameter analyses one can452

only extract those dynamic domains which are statistically453

relevant along the sampled trajectory (e.g., ice in equilibrium454

with water, similar size gel-liquid segregated lipid domains,455

etc.), while hiding any information about the time–evolution456

of the contact data. This is a limit, e.g., in the case of out of457

equilibrium trajectories – where the obtained distribution does458

not provide any information on the direction of the evolution459

of the system –, or in the case of sparse/rare local events460

occurring in the trajectory of the units, which get lost in such461

averaged analyses due to their negligible statistical weight.462

While the ensemble average adopted for such analyses may463

prevent the detection of local (sparse, rare) events, these are464

instead explicitly captured by the raw LENS time-series data465

(e.g., Figure 3e, left). The LENS analysis reported herein can466

be thus considered at least as powerful as, e.g., a DP analysis467

and, by definition, even more powerful, as it retains complete468

information of all the microscopic events that can be captured469

along the trajectory (compatibly with the time-resolution ∆t470

of the analysis).471

Into discrete solid-like dynamics. As completely different test472

cases, we also tested LENS on systems with solid-like dynamics.473

In particular, we focused on metal surfaces. While metallic474

crystals are typically considered hard-matter, it is known that475

they may possess a non-trivial atomic dynamics even well476

below the melting temperature.(5, 18, 19) In particular, we477

consider two Cu FCC surfaces Cu(210) and Cu(211), having478

a strikingly different dynamics.479

We use a 150 ns long atomistic MD trajectory of a Cu(210)480

composed of 2304 Cu atoms at T = 700 K (Figure 4a) con-481

ducted with a dynamically-accurate deep-potential neural net-482

work force field trained on DFT calculations.(5) We analyze483

with LENS 502 consecutive frames taken every ∆t = 0.3 ns484

along the MD simulation (see Methods section for details).485

The LENS signals indicate that the large part of the atoms486

of this surface is substantially static, while a considerable487

fraction of the atoms is more dynamic. The LENS-based clus-488

tering, applied coherently with the protocol described above,489

detects three main dynamic domains (Figure 4b, right), cor-490

responding essentially to dynamic surface domains (in red),491

more static surface and sub-surface domains (cyan), and the492

crystalline bulk of Cu(210) (gray), containing respectively493

∼ 8%, ∼ 18%, and ∼ 74% of the Cu atoms in the model494

system (Figure 4c: cluster populations in the colored circles).495

The dynamic interconversion plot in Figure 4c reports the496

probabilities (in ∆t = 0.3 ns) for atomic exchange between497

the three main LENS environments, revealing a continuous498

dynamic exchange of atoms between surface, sub-surface and499

bulk in the nanosecond-scale consistent with what recently500

demonstrated.(5)501

As a second case, we analyze a Cu(211) surface composed502

of 2400 atoms at 600 K (Figure 4d). We analyze with LENS503

502 consecutive frames taken every ∆t = 0.3 ns along an MD504

simulation performed with the same deep-potential force field505

of the previous case (see Methods for details).(5)506

Such Cu(211) surface has completely different dynamics507

than the Cu(210) one. In this case, the time-series δi(t) data508

provide clear evidence of strikingly non-uniform dynamics509

(Figure 4e). In the Cu(210) simulation at 700 K LENS shows 510

a "fluid-like" atomic surface dynamics. Conversely, in the 511

Cu(211) surface the LENS-based clustering shows that most 512

of this surface is solid/static (Figure 4f: ∼ 99.8% of atoms 513

in the gray cluster and have a low δi), while sparse atoms 514

(Figure 4f: ∼ 0.1-0.2% in the orange and violet clusters) diffuse 515

and move fast on the surface (large δi LENS signal). Such 516

sparse atoms dynamically emerge, diffuse, and reabsorb on the 517

Cu(211) surface in a dynamic fashion: in total, we observe 518

∼ 200 gray-to-orange transitions over ∼ 500 sampled frames 519

(transition frequency of one event every 750 ps of simulation). 520

The transition matrix in Figure 4f describes the kinetic hi- 521

erarchy between the different static/dynamic LENS states, 522

revealing in orange those atoms in the surface edges which 523

are prone to move (Figure 4f, bottom: MD snapshot), while 524

in violet are the atoms moving at high-speed on the surface 525

after leaving the orange edge defects (see also Supplementary 526

Movie S2). 527

In this last case, LENS reveals a strikingly non-uniform 528

dynamics governed by local rare fluctuations, which are typi- 529

cally poorly captured by average-based analyses such as, e.g., 530

pattern recognition approaches, or the global statistical anal- 531

ysis reported for the previous cases (Supplementary Figure 532

S12a).(5, 16) This underlines the efficiency of a local time- 533

lapse LENS analysis to detect such rare fluctuations, which has 534

been challenged further with other prototypical case studies 535

as discussed below. 536

LENS detection & tracking of local fluctuations. We tested 537

LENS on other molecular systems whose dynamics is domi- 538

nated by local fluctuations. 539

First, we focus on a 309-atoms icosahedral Gold nanoparti- 540

cle (Figure 5a: Au-NP). It is known that such metal NPs may 541

possess non-trivial dynamics even at room temperature.(16) 542

We analyze 1000 consecutive frames taken every ∆t = 1 ns 543

along 1 µs of MD simulation at 200 K of temperature (all 544

atoms are thermalized to guarantee that the temperature is 545

globally constant in the Au-NP – see Methods for details).(16) 546

At T = 200 K, the atomic motion is reduced and the ideal 547

icosahedral architecture of the Au-NP is consequently more 548

stabilized than at, e.g., room temperature.(16) Nonetheless, 549

after ∼ 180 ns of MD simulation the LENS signal rapidly 550

increases from ∼ 0.02 to ∼ 0.18 (Figure 5b: δi(t)). HC cluster- 551

ing of the dendrogram of Figure 5b provides four main LENS 552

dynamic domains (in gray, cyan, orange, and violet, going from 553

the lowest to the highest δi values). Focusing on one Au-NP 554

vertex (Figure 5c, bottom: in the Au-NP center), its sur- 555

rounding area, initially static (in gray in the 1st MD snapshot 556

on the left), this vertex becomes suddenly more dynamic (2nd 557

MD snapshot: in orange) and, as a dynamic wave, this area 558

turns then violet (3rd snapshot). Between the 2nd and 3rd 559

snapshots from the left in Figure 5c (bottom), LENS detects 560

a local event well-known in icosahedral Au NPs: one vertex 561

(having five-neighbors in an ideal icosahedron) penetrates in- 562

side the NP surface generating a concave "rosette" (having 563

six-neighbors – in violet).(73) Such local transition/fluctuation 564

breaks-down the Au-NP symmetry, generating a dynamic 565

region that then coexists with a more static area, in gray (see 566

also Supplementary Movie S3). The data in Figure 5c (top) 567

report the transition probabilities between the detected LENS 568

dynamics domains. This case demonstrates how rare local 569

fluctuations may generate larger collective rearrangements and 570
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Fig. 4. LENS Analysis of dynamic metal (Cu) surfaces. (a) MD snapshots of an ideal Cu(210) surface (top: 0 K) and of the same surface at T = 700 K (bottom): atoms
colored according to their LENS-detected dynamic environments of belonging. (b) Time-series of LENS signals, δi(t), with the KDE of LENS distribution, and interconnection
dendrogram. Four dynamic domains are first identified by KMeans and then merged into three clusters via HC. (c) MD snapshot of Cu(210) stable bulk in gray, surface in cyan,
and dynamic surface spots in red (top). Dynamic interconversion diagram reports the transition probabilities on the arrows and the cluster composition percentages within the
colored circles (bottom). (d) MD snapshots of Cu(211) ideal (top) and equilibrated surface at T = 600 K (bottom) colored according to LENS clusters. (e) Time-series of
LENS signals, δi(t), with the KDE of LENS distribution, and interconnection dendrogram. Five clusters are detected by the LENS-based analysis and merged into three
macroclusters. (f) Pie-chart of the clusters compositions and transition probability matrix of the clusters (top). The merged clusters define the surface characterization: the
bulk (silver domain), and dynamic atoms which move on the surface breaking/reconstructing rows (orange and purple). Representative MD snapshots showing the surface
reconstructions over time are shown on the bottom. Note that the sub-units within each considered system are illustrated coherently to the color code of the belonging cluster.

the efficiency of LENS in detecting them.571

As additional tests, we have also carried out different con-572

trol analyses using the Steinhardt (74) order parameters or573

SOAP (43) descriptors on the Cu(211) surface at T = 600K574

and on the Au-NP at 200K (see Supplementary Figure S17575

and Figure S18). These comparisons demonstrate how, while576

such sophisticated descriptors may preserve a structurally rich577

characterization of the systems, (5, 16) the emergence of rare578

fluctuations or local transitions are typically overlooked in579

such structure-based pattern-recognition analyses (see Figure580

S17). In particular, the few atoms running sensibly faster581

than all other ones on the Cu(211) surface at 600K, are582

efficiently captured by LENS (see Figure 4f and in Movie S2583

with clusters in orange and purple), but they get lost in such584

analyses due to their negligible statistical weight. In similar585

way, the clear evidence provided in Figure 5 that half Au-NP586

surface becomes highly dynamic following to the conversion587

of one vertex into a rosette, while the other half remains588

crystalline-like, is difficult to attain via averaging the dynamic589

transitions between the many atomic surface environments590

identified by structural-based analyses (16) (see also Figure591

S18). In this sense, LENS is found complementary to such592

structural analyses, providing details that cannot be easily593

captured by them and that are fundamental to understand594

the dynamical properties of such systems. 595

Local transitions/fluctuations are not exclusive of 596

crystalline-like materials, but may be present also in soft 597

systems. We use LENS to analyze a water-soluble 1,3,5- 598

benzenetricarboxamides (BTA) supramolecular polymer com- 599

posed of monomers that self-assemble directionally via π − π 600

stacking and hydrogen-bonding interactions (Figure 5d).(75, 601

76) It has been demonstrated how these supramolecular fibers 602

possess interesting dynamics due to defects that continu- 603

ously form and annihilate in a dynamic way in the monomer 604

stack.(6, 7, 50) In this case, we analyze 20001 consecutive 605

frames taken every ∆t = 1 ns along 20 µs of CG-MD simu- 606

lation at room temperature (see Methods for details).(6, 7) 607

Recently, unsupervised clustering of SOAP data extracted 608

from the MD trajectories of such BTA-fibers allowed the 609

unbiased detection of the fiber’s defects. However, unveil- 610

ing a posteriori from such structural data the dynamics of 611

these defects and of monomers’ diffusion between them is non- 612

trivial.(7, 50) Nonetheless, the time-series δi(t) data in Figure 613

5e clearly show how the dynamics of such fibers is strongly 614

controlled by sharp local fluctuations that are well captured 615

by LENS. HC clustering of the LENS data distinguishes well 616

the interior of the fiber as a more static environment (Figures 617

5e,f: gray cluster), the defects along the fiber as slightly more 618
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Fig. 5. LENS analysis for discrete-like dynamics and local fluctuations. (a) Ideal icosahedral Au-NP (top: at 0 K) and at 200 K (bottom): atoms colored based on their LENS
clusters of belonging. (b) LENS analysis: time-series δi(t) signals (left), with the KDE of LENS distribution and interconnection dendrogram (center). Right: The four HC
resulting LENS clusters show a clear characterization of the Au-NP: one ordered/static region (gray), one intermediate ordered/dynamic domain (cyan), and a mobile area (in
orange and purple). (c) Transition probability matrix and cluster composition pie chart (top). Bottom: example of local symmetry breakage in the icosahedral Au-NP. After
∼ 180 ns of MD simulation, between the 2nd and 3rd snapshots from the left, one vertex (in orange: natively having 5 neighbor atoms) disappears and is replaced by a rosette
(in violet: having 6 neighbor atoms). (d) BTA monomers (top) and an equilibrated model of a BTA self-assembled fiber (bottom). (d) LENS analysis: time-series δi(t) data (left),
with related KDE of LENS distribution and interconnection dendrogram (center). Right: detected LENS clusters, corresponding to the bulk (in gray) and the defect domains in
the BTA fiber (green and orange), and to the monomers diffusing from defect to defect on the fiber surface (in purple). (f) Transition probability matrix and cluster population
pie-chart (top). Bottom: example of monomer motion (in the green circle) between defects on the fiber surface, consistent with what the processes of monomer reshuffling
demonstrated recently for these fibers.(6, 7, 50) Note that the sub-units within each considered system are illustrated coherently to the color code of the belonging cluster.

dynamic (green and orange), and also the monomers diffusing619

on the fiber surface (in violet).(6, 7) The transition matrix and620

pie-chart of Figure 5f show how the gray, green, and orange621

clusters include the majority of the BTA-monomers. On the622

other hand, sparse monomers (∼ 0.2%) belonging to the violet623

cluster undergo sharp transitions and instantaneous reshuffling624

of their local neighbors. These are the monomers that are625

diffusing defect-to-defect on the fiber surface, which provides a626

picture of the internal dynamics of such complex BTA fibers627

in optimal agreement with previous studies.(6, 7, 32, 50)628

Also in these cases (as in the Cu(211) surface of Figure629

4d-f), LENS is found efficient in detecting and tracking local630

fluctuations that play a dominant role in the dynamics of the631

entire system. It is worth noting how in all such cases a time-632

independent (pattern recognition-based) statistical analysis of633

neighbors variability is inefficient to outline such non-uniform634

dynamics, due to the low statistical weight of the local events635

occurring in these systems (see also Supplementary Figure636

S12).637

Discussion 638

Many molecular systems are controlled by local fluctuations 639

that are often difficult to detect and typically lost in average- 640

based analyses. Here we present a new general descriptor de- 641

signed to track local fluctuations in complex dynamic systems, 642

named Local Environments and Neighbors Shuffling (LENS). 643

Different from many descriptors, LENS is based on the concept 644

of neighbor identities (IDs) instead of, e.g., molecular/atomic 645

species. At each sampled time-frame along a trajectory, our 646

analysis builds a string listing the neighbor IDs surrounding 647

each particle i in the system. Within the time-interval between 648

consecutive time-frames, LENS measures the variations in the 649

neighbor IDs in terms of addition, subtraction, or reshuffling of 650

neighbors (Figure 1). Large time-lapse variations in the local 651

neighborhood provide strong LENS signals, while weak LENS 652

signals indicate reduced dynamics in the local environment 653

surrounding a given particle i. 654

We tested LENS in a number of systems with strikingly 655

different internal dynamics. Shown in Figure 2, LENS reveals 656

that a bicomponent lipid bilayer is characterized by surface 657

patches, with different molecular reshuffling dynamics, which 658

correspond to the segregation of the lipid species into two do- 659
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mains. In Figure 3, we demonstrate how our time-series LENS660

analysis detects efficiently phase transitions and coexistence661

of different phases: e.g., in a DPPC lipid bilayer undergoing662

gel-to-liquid transition increasing the temperature from 273 K663

to 323 K, or in a liquid water-ice system at freezing/melting664

temperature.665

When a system is characterized by statistically-dominant666

dynamic domains, the time-dependent LENS and global (time-667

independent) statistical analyses correlate (Figure 2 and Fig-668

ures 3a-c). Conversely, system dynamics dominated by rare669

local fluctuations are poorly described by global statistical670

analyses (Supplementary Figure S12). In the Cu(211) surface671

(Figure 4d-f), for example, a global statistical analysis based672

on a pattern recognition approach identifies only one domain,673

as reported in Supplementary Figure S12a, meaning that the674

sparse atoms diffusing fast on the metal surface are not statis-675

tically relevant and are statistically-lost in such analyses. Rare676

local transitions are not captured by a global time-independent677

analysis even in the systems of Figure 5. This is not necessarily678

an exclusive problem of time-independent analyses conducted679

with this specific descriptor: also other descriptors such as,680

e.g., SOAP, coordination number, etc., are in fact efficient681

as far as they are used to detect statistically-relevant dy-682

namic/structural populations and patterns. Nonetheless, the683

results of Figures 4d-f and 5 demonstrate how a local time-684

dependent LENS analysis is efficient in detecting and tracking685

such local fluctuations, and in this sense appears as more gen-686

eral, complete, and robust than an average time-independent687

investigation. In addition, while average-based and global pat-688

tern recognition analyses work typically well when one knows689

what to search, this is less the case for LENS. The LENS anal-690

ysis in fact only requires knowing the IDs of the interacting691

particles and having a sufficiently sampled trajectory. This692

is fundamental in most practical cases where the nature of693

a system is not known a priori. In principle, for ensuring a694

sufficient sampling of the events captured from the analyzed695

trajectories, it would be desirable to use a sampling ∆t small696

enough to capture the interesting fluctuations/transitions and697

to have at disposal a sufficiently long trajectory to ensure698

that statistically relevant information on given events can be699

effectively attained. It would be ideal to analyze a very long700

trajectory using a very tight sampling (small ∆t), however,701

in most practical cases, this is limited by, e.g., the complex-702

ity of the system, the available computational power, and by703

the cost of the analysis (which could produce large dataset704

difficult to handle/analyze and full of irrelevant information705

and noise). Like in the majority of analyses, a preliminary706

test phase is thus required to optimize the resolution/cost of707

the LENS analysis. For example, in our cases our preliminary708

tests demonstrated that a sampling time (∆t ) in the range709

of 1-10 ns produced robust insightful results, e.g., in the case710

of the CG simulations of lipids, while a smaller time-step in711

the range of 0.1-1 ns was found best suited for, e.g., the AA712

simulations and solid-state systems studied herein (water/ice,713

Cu surface, Au-NP). The (temporal) resolution of the analysis714

(∆t) can be adjusted/optimized to focus on specific events715

of interest. The raw time series LENS data (as well as the716

transition matrices recomputed from them reported in the717

Figures) provide information on the statistical confidence in718

the identification of the different dynamical domains populat-719

ing the various systems and on the observation of the various720

transitions/fluctuations between them. 721

To test the robustness and efficiency of the LENS descrip- 722

tor, we have carried out a systematic comparison between 723

LENS and existing reference techniques, typically used as a 724

benchmark for the various systems studied herein (Voronoi 725

(65), Steinhardt (74), Mean Square Displacement, Dynamical 726

Propensity (DP) (72) analyses). These additional tests show 727

how LENS works at least as well as such analyses, which are 728

considered state-of-the-art for the various testes systems, and 729

even better (see Figures S15-S19). At the same time, a strong 730

advantage of LENS is its generality. Differently from most of 731

such benchmark analysis approach, LENS is not tailored ad 732

hoc on a specific system and does not require prior knowledge 733

of the studied systems. LENS is thus in principle transferable 734

and well suited to reveal the dynamical features of a vari- 735

ety of systems (as demonstrated by the diverse test systems 736

used herein). Our tests also show how, while such benchmark 737

techniques can capture structurally rich information, they 738

may be inefficient, e.g., in capturing local and rare dynamical 739

events/fluctuations, key for the unveil the system properties, 740

and which are instead well described by LENS. 741

LENS has also some intrinsic limitations. Based on its 742

definition, if in ∆t the neighbors do not change (same IDs) but 743

move remaining in the rcut sphere (local structural rearrange- 744

ment of the neighborhood), LENS provides no signal. This 745

is opposed to descriptors such as, e.g., SOAP that – being 746

permutationally invariant – provide vice versa a signal in case 747

of local rearrangements, but no signal in case of a switch- 748

ing of IDs (keeping the same structural displacement). This 749

makes LENS best suited to measure local dynamicity rather 750

than local structural variations, which is nonetheless key in 751

many complex systems where dynamics plays a major role. 752

At the same time, one key advantage of LENS is its abstract 753

definition. This makes it well suited to analyze a variety of 754

trajectories of systems for which the identities of the moving 755

units are known and, in principle, not necessarily restricted to 756

molecular ones. 757

Materials and Methods 758

MD simulations. All data concerning the molecular models and the 759

MD trajectories analyzed herein are available at: https://github.com/ 760

GMPavanLab/LENS (this link will be replaced with a definitive Zenodo 761

archive upon acceptance of the final version of this paper). 762

The DIPC/DPPC lipid bilayer (Figure 2) is simulated using 763

the Martini2.2 force field.(63) A binary mixture of dipalmitoyl- 764

phosphat-idylcholine (DPPC) and dilinoleoyl-phosphatidyl-choline 765

(DIPC), with 2:3 molar ratio, is used to model the coexistence of 766

liquid-crystalline and gel phases into such self-assembled bilayer. To 767

get the separation of the bilayer into domains of coexisting phases, 768

the mixture was simulated at T = 280 K. The initial configuration 769

of the binary lipid mixture in water is generated using insane (77) 770

with the specified box dimensions (18 x 18 x 11 nm). The bilayer 771

system is composed of 1150 lipids, consisting of 2:3 DIPC:DPPC 772

on each leaflet, and 17987 (W) water molecules. To prevent water 773

crystallization (T < 290 K in Martini),(63) ∼ 5% of regular water 774

particles are substituted by the anti-freezing water particles. For 775

non-bonded interactions, a reaction-field electrostatics algorithm 776

is used with a Coulomb cutoff of rc = 1.1 nm and a dielectric 777

constant of 15. The cutoff for Lennard-Jones interactions is set to 778

rLJ = 1.1 nm. The timestep used during the MD simulation is 779

δt = 20 fs. The system is preliminarily minimized and equilibrated 780

for t = 100 ns. A production run is then performed for t = 15 781

µs, and the data acquisition is performed every 1 ns. The solvent 782

and membrane are coupled separately using a v-rescale thermostat 783

with a relaxation time of t = 1.0 ps. During the equilibration, the 784
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pressure is maintained at p = 1 bar using the Berendsen barostat785

with the semi-isotropic coupling scheme, a time constant of τp = 4786

ps, and compressibility c = 3 ∗ 10−4 bar−1. During the production,787

the Parrinello-Rahman barostat is used, with a time constant of788

τp = 12 ps. An equilibrium part of the trajectory is analyzed (the789

last 10 µs) every ∆t = 10 ns (1001 sampled frames).790

The bicomponent F-NP/H micelle (Supplementary Figure S2)791

was simulated at T = 300 K in explicit water via Martini2.2 (63)792

scheme (see reference (60) for further details). The system is a binary793

mixture of p-nitrophenyl ester of n-stearoyl L-phenylalanine (F-NP)794

and n-stearoyl L-histidine (H) with 1:1 molar ratio (NF-NP = 100795

and NH = 100). The initial configuration consists of NF-NP = 100796

and NH = 100 randomly dispersed surfactants, which assemble into797

a single micelle within a 10 µs long MD simulation sampled every 1798

ns. The last 3 µs of the MD trajectory is considered representative799

of the equilibrium(60) and used for the analysis – 3001 analyzed800

frames taken every ∆t = 1 ns along the MD.801

All the DPPC lipid bilayer trajectories at T = 293 K, 273 K and802

323 K (Figure 3a-c) are obtained from MD simulations of a bilayer803

model composed of NDP P C = 1152 DPPC lipids, simulated and804

parameterized in explicit water via Martini2.2, (63) as reported in805

reference (58). The equilibrated-phase MD trajectories used for the806

analyses are in all cases 1 µs. A total of 1001 frames extracted every807

∆t = 1 ns along the MD trajectories are used for the analyses.808

The atomistic Ice/Water interface model of Figure 3d-f is simu-809

lated employing the direct coexistence technique. The TIP4P/Ice810

water model(78) is used to model both the solid phase of ice Ih and811

the phase of liquid water. The direct coexistence technique is based812

on the idea to put in contact more phases in the same box and at813

constant pressure. To get the coexistence, the temperature is set at814

T = 268 K (the energy is constant at 268 K and the system melts815

at 269 K(68)), kept constant using the v-rescale thermostat with a816

relaxation time of t = 0.2 ps. The initial configuration of the ice817

Ih is obtained using the Genice tool proposed by Matsumoto et818

al.(79) generating a hydrogen-disordered lattice with zero net polar-819

ization satisfying the Bernal-Fowler rules. To equilibrate the solid820

lattice, anisotropic NPT simulation is carried out using the c-rescale821

barostat, with a time constant of δt = 20 ps and compressibility of822

9.1∗10−6 bar−1. The equilibration lasted 10 ns at ambient pressure823

(1 atm). The liquid phase is obtained from the same ice Ih solid824

phase, performing a NVT simulation at T = 400 K to quickly melt825

the ice slab. Thus, both the solid and liquid phases are obtained826

with the same number of molecules (1024) and box dimensions.827

The liquid phase is then equilibrated at T = 268 K for t = 10828

ns, using the c-rescale barostat in semi-isotropic conditions and829

compressibility of c = 4.5 ∗ 10−5 bar. The two phases are, then, put830

in contact and equilibrated for t = 10 ns using the c-rescale pressure831

coupling with the water compressibility (c = 4.5 ∗ 10−5 bar) at832

ambient pressure. The production NPT ice/water coexistence MD833

simulation (Figure 3d-f) is performed in semi-isotropic conditions,834

with the pressure applied only in the direction perpendicular to the835

ice/water interface. This allows to reproduce the strictly correct836

ensemble for the liquid-solid equilibrium simulation by the direct837

coexistence technique. After the equilibration, a production run is838

performed for t = 50 ns, sampled and analyzed every 0.1 ns. All the839

trajectories analyzed for the systems simulated above are obtained840

using the GROMACS software.(80)841

The atomistic models of the Cu(210) and Cu(211) surfaces842

(Figure 4) are composed of N210 = 2304 and N211 = 2400 atoms,843

respectively. The MD simulations are conducted at T = 700 K844

and at T = 600 K respectively for the two example surfaces. Deep-845

potential MD simulations of both Cu surfaces are conducted with846

the LAMMPS software(81) using a Neural Network potential built847

using the DeepMD platform,(82) as described in detail in reference848

(5). The sampled trajectories are 150 ns long. A total of 502 frames849

are extracted every ∆t = 0.3 ns along the MD trajectories and used850

for the LENS analyses.851

The atomistic model for the icosahedral Au-NP is composed of852

NAu−NP = 309 gold atoms (Figure 5a-c). The Au-NP model is853

parametrized according to the Gupta potential, (83) and is simulated854

for 1 µs of MD at T = 200 K using the LAMMPS software(81) as855

described in detail in reference (16). 1000 frames are extracted every856

∆t = 1 ns of the MD trajectory and then used for the analyses.857

The coarse-grained BTA fiber model is built consistent with858

the MARTINI force field(63) and optimized as described in detail 859

in references (6, 37). In particular, the fiber model is composed 860

of NBT A = 80 BTA monomers. A trajectory of 20 µs, obtained 861

with the GROMACS software(80), is then analyzed every ∆t = 1 862

ns (20001 sampled frames in total). 863

Pre-processing of the trajectories. All MD trajectories are firstly 864

pre-processed in order to obtain plain xyz files keeping only the 865

coordinates of the particles of interest, i.e., considered during the 866

neighborhood’s evaluation, as reported in Supplementary Table S1. 867

For example, in the lipid bilayer analyses of Figures 2 and 3a-c we 868

considered only the tan PO4 (MARTINI) beads as representative 869

of the "center" position of each lipid molecule in the systems. For 870

the micelles of Supplementary Figure S2, we used the center of 871

mass of the surfactant heads as the centers for the analysis, for the 872

water/ice system (Figure 3d-f), we considered only the Oxygens of 873

the water molecules, for the metal surfaces and Au-NP (Figure 874

4 and Figure 5a-c) information of each atom was retained, while 875

for the BTA fiber, we considered only the center of each monomer 876

core as a reference for the LENS analyses. In all cases, the analysis 877

is then conducted by building at each sampled timestep strings 878

collecting the neighbor IDs of each unit i within a sphere of radius 879

rcut (which is set depending on the system and based on the shape 880

and the minima of the radial distribution functions, g(r)m – see 881

Supplementary Table S1 and Supplementary Figure S1). 882

Time-lapse LENS analysis. The instantaneous δi parameter for each 883

unit i in each model system is calculated over time along the system’s 884

trajectory from the Ci strings containing the IDs of the neighbor 885

units calculated at times t and t + ∆t as reported in Equation 1. 886

The analysis is then repeated for all units i at all time-intervals ∆t 887

sampled along the analyzed trajectories, obtaining the δi(t) plots of 888

Figures 1b,2b,3a,3e,4b,4e,5b and 5e. The δi parameter is normalized 889

such that it gives 0 when the local neighborhood does not change 890

and 1 when it changes completely at each ∆t. To reduce the noise in 891

each δi(t) signal, we processed them by using a Savitzky–Golay (84) 892

filter (as implemented in the SciPy python package (85)), obtaining 893

smoothed ⟨δi(t)⟩ signals. In particular, each δi(t) signal is smoothed 894

using a common polynomial order parameter of p = 2 on a time- 895

window of 100 frames for the bicomponent DIPC/DPPC lipid 896

bilayer system, the F-NP/H micelle, DPPC lipid, and for the 897

water/ice interface. A smaller time-window of 20 frames was used for 898

the crystalline Cu surfaces, for the gold Au-NP, and for the BTA 899

systems, which allows to better capture the rapid emergence of rare 900

fluctuations within them. Such setups were considered as the best 901

compromise in the various cases after a preliminary phase in which 902

we tested the reliability and robustness of results by systematically 903

studying the effect of changing the smoothing windows on the 904

results obtained for the various systems (see Supplementary Figure 905

S5, Figure S6, Figure S7). In order to simplify the notation, we 906

refer to the ⟨δi(t)⟩ signal as δi. 907

After the noise reduction, the clustering of the δi data is per- 908

formed by means of KMeans algorithm (64) implemented in SciPy 909

python package (85). The KMeans algorithm requires the defini- 910

tion of the number of clusters as an input. The initial number 911

of microclusters is set (as a default choice) as twice the number 912

of peaks/discontinuities in the δi data (distributions on the right 913

of Figures 1b,2b, 3a, 3e, 4b, 4e, 5b and 5e), while in case only 914

one peak is detectable in the δi distribution, the initial number of 915

microclusters is always set to five). This guarantees that KMeans 916

always detects an excess of starting microclusters, allowing us to 917

start from an excess of dynamical information. After such prelimi- 918

nary step, a transition matrix is built collecting the probabilities for 919

each single identity/sub-unit belonging to a certain specific cluster 920

at time t to remain in that cluster (diagonal entries) or to un- 921

dergo transition into another one in ∆t (off-diagonal matrix entries). 922

Then, the microclusters are merged hierarchically a posteriori into 923

macroclusters based on a concept of direct closest adjacency (i.e., 924

clusters having the smallest distance from each other are merged 925

together). To this end, a single link algorithm based on the metrics 926

correlation implemented in the HC interconnection dendrograms is 927

used. Specifically, the HC algorithm first computes the distances, 928

according to the selected metrics -correlation-, between any couple 929

of rows (clusters) in the transition matrix, then it couples/merges 930

specific rows following the single algorithm rational. This implies 931
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that clusters in the transition matrices having, e.g., high diagonal932

% entries (higher than 50%) are kept as distinct, meaning that933

within the time resolution of the analysis they are recognized as934

dynamically distinct environments with good statistical confidence,935

while clusters with low off-diagonal % entries (e.g., close to or lower936

than 50%) and high off-diagonal entries % (high probability to un-937

dergo transition into another cluster in ∆t) are most likely merged938

together. Such a Hierarchical-clustering (HC) approach is used to939

relate all microclusters with each other, and to provide the rationale940

for merging them into the macroclusters reported in our analyses941

based on their adjacency, thereby obtaining a coarse-grained char-942

acterization of the internal dynamics of the studied systems. This943

is the effect of cutting the HC dendrogram at different levels (see944

Supplementary Figures S6,S7,S8,S9,S10 and S11).945

We note that the results shown herein are obtained via such946

a simple iterative supervised clustering approach, which in the947

cases we discuss in this work was found simple, effective, and little948

sensitive to the tuning of clustering parameters (thus satisfactory949

from the robustness and reproducibility point of view). Nonetheless,950

we underline that other (e.g., unsupervised) clustering approaches951

could be used for the purpose, although they do not always provide952

consistent results with each other, and where the tuning of the953

setup parameters may be non-trivial.954

Global statistical analysis. Average information on the statistically955

dominant dynamic domains present in the systems can also be956

obtained from the global dataset of the Ci as described in the text.957

For each i unit, the numbers of the contacts with the other neighbor958

IDs along the trajectory (DT
i , considering all T sampled frames)959

are collected from the global Ci dataset (see, e.g., Figure 1c). The960

contacts data are then organized into a contact matrix where the961

individual entry i, j indicates the total number of neighboring events962

between the bead i and j in all sampled time-intervals along the963

analyzed trajectory (Figures 2e and Supplementary Figure S2e).964

The data related to each unit i (i.e., to each row of the contact965

matrix), are centered on the mean and normalized on the standard966

deviation of the neighboring events. The Variability (V ) is then967

defined as the inverse of the standard deviation of the DT
i values:968

low standard deviation around a mean value implies that each unit969

i gets in direct contact with all other IDs along the trajectory,970

the Variability (V ) of its neighborhood is thus high. On the other971

hand, high standard deviation identifies cases where the number972

of neighbors tend to remain the same along the trajectory and973

the number of visited neighbor IDs is thus low: this means that974

the neighborhood of unit i in such cases is rather static, and its975

Variability (V ) is low. What is important to note is that, rather than976

the quantitative V values (which may depend on, e.g., the length of977

the trajectory, the dynamics of the system, etc.), what is relevant is978

the comparison between the (V ) parameters of the individual units979

(i: from 1 to n) in the system, and the presence of molecular domains980

characterized by different V indexes (identifying the presence of981

different dynamical domains). The matrix is then analyzed via982

Hierarchical Clustering (HC). In particular, the normalized contact983

data are gathered by means of Ward method (86) with Euclidean984

metric (both implemented in SciPy python package(85)), and the985

number of clusters is determined based on the dominant patterns986

from the sorted matrix (see, e.g., the matrices of Figure 2e and987

Supplementary Figure S2e, right).988

Data availability. Details on the molecular models and on the MD989

simulations, and additional simulation data are provided in the Sup-990

plementary Information. The LENS analysis code, together with991

complete data on all molecular models used for the simulations and992

on the simulation parameters (input files, etc.) used in this work are993

available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8013279 (DOI: 10.5281/zen-994

odo.8013279) and at https://github.com/GMPavanLab/LENS.995
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SYSTEM rcut [Å]
# of g(r)m

peaks
Length of

MD[ns]
# of sampled

frames
Sampling
∆t [ns]

LENS
center

DPPC/DIPC
Lipids 16 3 10000 1001 10 PO4

F-NP/H
Micelle 16 3 3000 3001 1

HEAD
(CoM)

DPPC
Lipids 293K 16 3 1000 1001 1 PO4

DPPC
Lipids 273K 16 3 1000 1001 1 PO4

DPPC
Lipids 323K 16 3 1000 1001 1 PO4
TIP4P/Ice

Water 7.4 3 50 500 0.1 OW
Cu(210)

700K 4.9 3 150 502 0.3 Cu
Cu(211)

600K 4.9 3 150 502 0.3 Cu
Au-NP
200K 4.4 2 1000 1000 1 Au

BTA 15.8 3 20000 20001 1
BENZ
(CoM)

Table S1. Setup details of all the LENS analyses conducted in this work.
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a

Fig. S1. (a) Radial distribution functions (g(r)) and cut-off radius rcut for all systems.
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a b dc

e

HC

9.96E-1

9.96E-1
4E-3

4E-3

47%
53%

f

Fig. S2. LENS analysis of fluid-like systems. (a) Bicomponent amphiphile micelle composed of 100 H surfactants and 100 F-NP surfactants colored in red and blue, respectively.
(b) Time-series of LENS signals, δi(t), with the Kernel Density Estimate (KDE) of LENS distribution classified into four clusters (left). MD snapshot of the micelle colored
according to their clusters of belonging (right). (c) Inter-clusters normalized transition probability matrix. The pii and pij matrix entries indicate the % probability that
molecules with LENS signal typical of a cluster i remain in that dynamical environment or move to another one j (with different dynamics) in ∆t. Hierarchical grouping of
the dynamically-closer clusters (dendrogram cutting) is reported on top of the matrix, and it provides two macroclusters, merging cyan and green on one hand, and orange
and purple on the other hand. (d) MD snapshot of the micelle colored according to macroclusters in (c): light-blue identifying F-NP surfactants, pink identifying H surfactants
(top-left). Cluster composition histogram (top-right) and interconversion diagram (bottom) with the transition exchange probabilities and the cluster population percentages
(within colored circle). (e) HC analysis of the DT matrix identifying three main clusters (green, purple, orange). (f) Variability, V , analysis of the clusters: distributions, median
(first and third quartiles), maximum and minimum values (whiskers). The green have higher V than the orange and magenta clusters (left). MD snapshot front and lateral view
of the micelle colored according the HC clustering of DT matrix (middle). Cluster composition histogram (top-right): the green cluster is made of H surfactants (in red in (a)),
while the orange and magenta ones correspond to the F-NP surfactants (in blue in (a)).
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dt=50ns

dt=5ns

rcut=12Å

rcut=20Å

a

b

c
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# particle
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# particle
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Particle ID

Particle ID

Particle ID
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Fig. S3. Statistical analysis for DIPC/DPPC lipid bilayer, varying sampling step ∆t or neighborhood cutoff radius rcut while keeping all the other parameters as reported in
Table S1. (a) ∆t = 5 ns, (b) ∆t = 50 ns, (c) rcut = 12 Å and (d) rcut = 20 Å.
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dt=50ns

dt=5ns

rcut=12Å

rcut=20Å
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Fig. S4. LENS analysis for DIPC/DPPC lipid bilayer, varying sampling step ∆t or neighborhood cutoff radius rcut while keeping all the other parameters as reported in Table
S1. (a) ∆t = 5 ns, (b) ∆t = 50 ns, (c) rcut = 12 Å and (d) rcut = 20 Å. Comparison of these results demonstrates the robustness of the LENS analysis: while the
microscopic information captured by the analysis may change with the ∆t or rcut, a “zoom out” via grouping the adjacent microclusters based on the hierarchical dendrograms
provide consistent results (right).
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Fig. S5. Parameter study for applying the Savitzky–Golay filter varying both window interval and polynomial order for two bead examples each of (a) DPPC 293 K, (b)
TIP4P/Ice water and (c) Cu (211) copper slab.
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Fig. S6. Parameter study for applying the Savitzky–Golay filter varying both window interval and polynomial order for two bead examples each of (a)DPPC/DIPC lipid bilayer, (b)
F-NP/H micelle and (c) Cu (210) copper slab.
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Fig. S7. Parameter study for applying the Savitzky–Golay filter varying both window interval and polynomial order for two bead examples each of (a) Au-NP and (b) BTA.
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δi

δi
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Fig. S8. DPPC Lipid bi-layer at T = 293 K: merging LENS clusters at different levels (no merging (a), two clusters merged into one (b) and three clusters merged into one (c))
following the hierarchy given by the dendrogram, example snapshot and transition probability matrix.
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Fig. S9. TIP4P/Ice froze/melted water: merging LENS clusters at different levels (no merging (a), two clusters merged into one (b) and three clusters merged into one (c))
following the hierarchy given by the dendrogram, example snapshot and transition probability matrix.
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Fig. S10. Cu (210) copper slab at T = 700 K: merging LENS clusters at different levels (no merging (a), two clusters merged into one (b) and four clusters merged into two
(c)) following the hierarchy given by the dendrogram, example snapshot and transition probability matrix.
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Fig. S11. Cu (211) copper slab at T = 600 K: merging LENS clusters at different levels (no merging (a), two clusters merged into one (b), three clusters merged into one (c)
and four clusters merged into one (d)) following the hierarchy given by the dendrogram, example snapshot and transition probability matrix.
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Fig. S12. Au-NP nanoparticle T = 200 K: merging LENS clusters at different levels (no merging (a), two clusters merged into one (b), three clusters merged into one (c) and
three clusters and two clusters merged into two (d)) following the hierarchy given by the dendrogram, example snapshot and transition probability matrix.
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Fig. S13. BTA fiber: merging LENS clusters at different levels (no merging (a), two clusters merged into one (b), three clusters merged into one (c) and four clusters merged
into one (d)) following the hierarchy given by the dendrogram, example snapshot and transition probability matrix.
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Fig. S14. Time-independent statistical analysis for Cu (211) copper slab at T = 600 K(a), Au-NP nanoparticle at T = 200 K(b) and BTA fiber (c): when the system is
characterized by discrete and fluctuation-like dynamics, a time-indepentend averaged analysis fails to recognize patterns which are not statistically relevant. For example, in the
systems reported above, the two clusters identified by HC have identical variability V and they can be classified as the same cluster.
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1. Voronoi analysis15

The data reported in Figure S15 show a comparison between LENS- vs. Voronoi-based clustering in case of the lipid-species16

compartmentalization seen in a DIPC-DPPC lipid bilayer at 280K (which is expected experimentally (1)). Figure S15a (left)17

shows a top view of the lipid bilayer where it is clear how the DIPC (red lipids) and DPPC (blue lipids) are self-segregated in18

this system (see Figure 2). The LENS-based clustering identifies two main dynamic domains: a light violet cluster (smallest19

LENS values), fitting almost exactly with the blue DPPC lipids, and a pink cluster (largest LENS values), fitting essentially20

with the red DIPC lipids (see the composition bar plot in Figure S15a). Figure S15a shows the Voronoi analysis estimated with21

APL@Voro v3.0 (2) where each Voronoi area/tassel (i.e. Av), is colored on the basis of its size. Visually, such a comparison22

shows how the Voronoi analysis of the lipid qualitatively correlates with the LENS results. Small values of Av - and hence, a23

more compact aggregation of the lipids – qualitatively correspond to the less dynamic light-violet LENS cluster (with the24

blue DPPC lipids, in gel-phase in such conditions). On the other hand, large Voronoi areas roughly corresponds to the more25

dynamic pink LENS cluster (red DIPC lipids, in liquid phase in these conditions). A systematic study of the effect of setting26

the lipid threshold areas (At) for the Voronoi classification of lipids in liquid vs. in gel phase has revealed how the detection of27

different dynamical domains based on structural factors (Voronoi) is less robust than the one that can be obtained by directly28

monitoring the microscopic dynamics in the neighborhood of each lipid in these systems (via LENS). Figure S15b reports four29

reference-choices of the At and the consequently obtained results: Top-left: At = 0.561nm2 is the average Area Per Lipid (APL)30

computed on the entire lipid bilayer under study. The representation of clusters in violet and yellow and their composition31

(Figure S15b top left) demonstrates a reliable classification in terms of cluster size (lipids population in %) and an overall32

good qualitative matching with the lipid species reported above in blue and red. The violet cluster mostly matches with the33

light violet LENS-cluster (blue lipids), while the yellow domain mainly corresponds to the pink LENS-domain (red lipids).34

Obviously, the same happens to the correlation between the yellow (liquid) and violet (gel) Voronoi clusters, which correlate in35

good approximation with the red DIPC and blue DPPC lipids, but less precisely than what obtained with LENS (panel a).36

As additional cases, we also report the results obtained with an At = 0.574nm2. This is threshold area value providing the37

best agreement with the LENS analysis. As it is clear, the results are very similar to those obtained with At = 0.561nm2:38

between the two analysis there is correlation, but not perfect agreement. As the last two demonstrative cases, we show what39

results are obtained by decreasing or increasing over the At threshold value (bottom-left and -right respectively). The results40

of these analyses demonstrate how in such cases the Voronoi analysis becomes less accurate in capturing the two liquid and gel41

phases present in this system (the bilayer appearing more and more liquid/gel while using lower-and-lower/larger-and-larger At42

threshold values).43

Figure S16 shows the same comparison between LENS- and Voronoi-based clustering in the case of the liquid phase nucleation44

and liquid-gel phase coexistence in the DPPC lipid bilayer at 293K. Figure S16a left shows the LENS-based clustering of45

DPPC lipids at 293K. As described in the main text of our paper, the red and cyan LENS clusters identify well the liquid46

and gel phases (large and small LENS signals/variability respectively). This is further validated in the table of Figure S16c,47

reporting the Mean Square Displacement (MSD) of the DPPC lipids in the cyan (gel) and red (liquid) LENS clusters at 293K48

(2nd row). By comparing the first two rows of the table it is clear the MSD of the lipids in the cyan and red LENS domains are49

found in the same order of magnitude of the MSD expected for lipids in the gel phase (cyan LENS lipids’ MSD similar to the50

MSD of DPPC lipids at 273K, where they are fully in gel phase) and in the liquid phase (red LENS lipids’ MSD in the same51

order of the MSD of DPPC lipids at 323K, where they are fully in the liquid phase). On the other hand, a 2D Voronoi analysis52

is found less efficient in discriminating the two phases, and the microscopic nucleation and coexistence of one phase into the53

other. Figure S16a (right) shows the Voronoi tessellation estimated with APL@Voro v3.0 (2). As in new Figure S15, in order54

to quantitatively distinguish the two phases, and thus to classify each Voronoi polyhedron area as liquid or gel, in Figure S1655

we compare the results obtained using four different threshold Voronoi area values, namely At = 0.478nm2, At = 0.510nm2,56

At = 0.400nm2, At = 0.600nm2, and the relative classification of DPPC lipids into liquid (Av > At) or gel (Av < At) phases,57

colored in yellow and violet respectively. At = 0.478nm2 corresponds to the average Area Per Lipid (APL) computed for this58

DPPC bilayer at 293K (very close to the experimental one of AP L = 0.473nm2 for DPPC at 293K, see Figure S16b, top left).59

In this case, as demonstrated by the composition bar plot, the yellow and violet Voronoi clusters are equally populated, and60

both mostly composed of cyan LENS lipids (in the gel phase). This is also demonstrated by the MSD values obtained for the61

two yellow and violet clusters (3rd row in the table of Figure S16c), showing how the two detected Voronoi clusters do not fit62

with a liquid vs. gel environments (MSD close in both cases to that of a gel system). As done for the previous case, we also63

optimized the choice of the threshold Voronoi area to maximize the correspondence between the LENS and Voronoi clusters –64

case with At = 0.510nm2 in Figure S16b (top right). Despite slightly improved results, also in this case we clearly observe how65

a structural-based, Voronoi analysis is less efficient and accurate than our LENS analysis in detecting the two distinct phases.66

The last results of Figure S16 demonstrate also how increasing/decreasing further the At generates worse results, tending67

to detect one single phase. These outcomes demonstrate how, in such a case – where, in particular, the reduced statistical68

presence of the nucleating phase (compared to the statistical weight of the dominant phase) makes it even more difficult to69

detect it – LENS demonstrates a remarkable efficiency in achieving this goal, while a structural-based analysis (such as e.g. the70

2D Voronoi tessellation used herein) is in comparison less efficient.71
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Fig. S15. Voronoi analysis for DIPC-DPPC lipid bilayer at T = 280K. (a) Left: Top view of the bicomponent lipid bilayer colored by component (DIPC in red, DPPC in blue) and
by LENS cluster assignment (light violet and pink clusters identify small and high LENS values: respectively, gel and liquid phases). The overlap of DIPC-DPPC components
with LENS clusters and their composition percentages are shown in the histogram. Right: example of the Voronoi tessellation where each Voronoi area Av , is colored based
on its size. (b) Voronoi clustering based on a selected threshold area At equal to: the average Area Per Lipid in the system (top left: At = 0.561nm2), the value of At

maximizing the match between Voronoi and LENS analyses (top right), and results obtained with smaller and higher At values (bottom left and right respectively). Cluster color
code: yellow for Voronoi area Av > At (liquid) and violet for Av ≤ At (gel). The histograms show the LENS/Voronoi clusters matching for all cases. While the results show
that an optimized Voronoi analysis matches qualitatively well with the LENS one, the results show how LENS detects in more accurate and robust way the fact that the two gel
and liquid domains correspond to segregated DPPC and DIPC domains, consistently with the experimental evidence.(1)
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Fig. S16. Voronoi analysis for liquid phase nucleation in the gel phase and liquid/gel phases coexistence in a DPPC lipid bilayer at T = 293K. (a) Left: Top views of the lipid
bilayer colored according to the DPPC species (blue lipids) and by LENS cluster assignment (cyan and red clusters identify small and high LENS values, respectively). Right:
example of the Voronoi tessellation where each Voronoi area Av , is colored based on its size. (b) Voronoi clustering based on a selected threshold area At equal to: the Area
Per Lipid of the system (top left), optimized area to obtain the best match between Voronoi and LENS clusters (top right), and too small and too high At values (bottom).
Cluster color code: yellow for Voronoi area Av > At and violet for Av ≤ At. The histogram shows LENS/Voronoi clusters overlapping and their composition percentages for
each At threshold. (c) Table reporting the Mean Squared Displacement (MSD) analysis of DPPC lipids in a bilayer configuration at 273K (gel), 323K (liquid) and 293K
(phases coexistence) – computed with a stride 10ns – comparing the MSD of the lipids in the LENS or Voronoi clusters with, e.g., the MSD expected for lipids in full gel and
liquid phase. The obtained results demonstrate how LENS capture well the presence of liquid and gel environments in the lipid bilayer (e.g., MSD values of cyan and red LENS
clusters in the same order of magnitude of those expected for gel or liquid DPPC lipid bilayers) and how, on the contrary, a standard Voronoi analysis is inefficient in this sense
(similar MSD for violet and yellow clusters, close to that of gel bilayers).
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2. Steinhardt and SOAP analysis72

In Figure S17a, we have plotted the Steinhardt (3) parameters q4 and q6 related to each atom of Cu(211) slab at T = 600K73

(see the MD snapshot reported on the right). HDBSCAN clustering (4) has been carried out on the cloud of order parameter74

data and two main domains are detected. As it is clear in Figure S17, a blue cluster corresponds to the atoms belonging to75

the topmost edges of the ideal (0K) Cu(211) surface, while all other atoms (bulk plus the other surface atoms) correspond to76

an orange cluster. Upon thermalization at 600K, a larger part of the surface atoms turns blue, meaning that they become77

less coordinated and ordered, and more dynamic (surface atoms that were orange in the ideal surface become more similar to78

the edge ones in terms of structure of their local neighborhood). This is sensible and not surprising, and it is in a sense a79

lower-resolution version of what it has been seen recently using a SOAP-based analysis.(5)80

As an additional comparison, we also performed additional data-driven analyses on the same Cu surface based on SOAP81

(6) that allow in principle for a richer structural analysis of the atomic motifs that populate the surface (see Figure S17b).82

Such SOAP analysis has been conducted following to the same procedure recently used for the study of similar systems.(5) In83

this case, clustering of the SOAP data extracted from the MD trajectory of the Cu(211) surface at 600K shows many more84

colors, and a richer distinction of the different atomic environments that constitute the surface. As also seen in the Steinhardt85

analysis, it is clear that upon thermalization the surface becomes more “disordered/dynamic” than at 0K (the number of colors86

– i.e., number of different SOAP environments – increases).87

A very similar result is obtained for the Au-NP at T = 200K. We have also computed the Steinhardt bond order parameters88

for the Au-NP at 200K, as shown in Figure S18a, left. The cluster representation based on q4 and q6 parameters demonstrates89

that the analysis is extremely accurate to reconstruct the geometrical environments in the Au NP, detecting e.g. edges, faces,90

vertexes of the icosahedral NP, and showing how upon heating to 200K the surface environments intermix while the surface91

becomes dynamic (see Figure S18). Also in this case, this result is very similar to that obtained recently with a SOAP92

classification.(7)93
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Fig. S17. (a) Steinhardt analysis for Cu(211) copper surface slab at T = 600K: q4 and q6 order parameters are computed for each atom considering the environment
within rcut reported in Table S1; then HDBSCAN clustering (min_cluster_size=700,min_samples=20 with noise assignment (7)) is applied identifying two main structural
environments: bulk and sub-surface (orange), surface (blue). (b) SOAP and clustering analysis for Cu(211) copper slab at T = 600K. The high dimensional SOAP
spectrum is computed for each atom considering the environment within rcut reported in Table S1 and a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is applied to reduce the high
dimensional spectrum to four dimensions (cumulatively 99.7 % of the information is kept in the four PC, in Figure b left are reported the first two PC). Then HDBSCAN clustering
(min_cluster_size=250, min_samples=2 with noise assignment (7)) is applied identifying eleven structural environments characterizing surface, sub-surface, bulk and
structural deviation on the surface. While such analyses can capture a high-level of structural details, the dynamics information – obtained via, e.g., averaging the transitions
between the detected atomic environments populating the surface (5) – makes it very difficult to detect sparse rare fluctuations that are important to understand the dynamical
properties of such systems (see also LENS Movie S2).
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Fig. S18. (a) Steinhardt analysis for Au-NP nanoparticle at T = 200K: q4 and q6 order parameters are computed for each atom considering the environment within rcut

reported in Table S1; then HDBSCAN clustering (min_cluster_size=700, min_samples=1 with noise assignment (7)) is applied identifying seven structural environments
characterizing the surface (vertices, edges and faces) and bulk of the particle. While such structural analyses (e.g. Steinhardt or SOAP (6) can capture a high-level of structural
details, the dynamics information reconstructed from them – obtained via, e.g., averaging the transitions between the detected atomic environments populating the surface (5)–
makes it very difficult to detect local fluctuations and the effect that these have on the whole system dynamics. On the other hand, LENS shows that half of the Au NP surface
becomes dynamic following to the transformation of one vertex into a rosette, while the other half preserves its reduced, crystalline-like vibrational behavior (see also LENS
Movie S3).
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3. Dynamical Propensity analysis94

We have carried out a systematic comparison between LENS and the dynamical propensity (DP) descriptor developed in the95

group of Michaelides. (8) In order to apply the dynamical propensity to our ice-liquid water system, we computed for each96

water molecule the parameter DP:97

DPi =
〈

∥ri(t + ∆t) − ri)t)∥2

MSD

〉
MDtraj

[1]98

where ri(t) is the position vector of molecule i at time t, ∆t is the sampling time in our MD trajectory, and the MSD is the99

mean-square displacement of all oxygen atoms. It is worth noticing that in our case the ensemble average is estimated over the100

instantaneous displacements collected along the MD trajectory. After computing the DP values for all water molecules, we have101

estimated the probability density distribution P(DP) (see Figure S19), where two distinct peaks are clearly notable: DP = 0.5102

and DP = 2, highlighting a low and high dynamical propensity of water molecules, respectively. Such result is evidently close103

to the LENS distribution in Figure 3, indicating a sort of correlation between the DP and LENS, and consequentially validating104

our descriptor. The resulting DP values are then classified selecting the thresholds both on the minimum of the P(DP) (a) and105

-+30% from the minimum of the P(DP)(b), obtaining two and three clusters respectively, as reported in Figure S19a and S19b,106

respectively. As evident from the MD snapshots, the DP-based clustering enables an explicit identification of ice (gray cluster),107

liquid (blue cluster) phases, and eventually the ice-liquid water interface (red clusters).

a b

Fig. S19. Comparison with other state-of-the-art benchmark analyses: Probability density distribution of the Dynamical Property (DP)(8) computed for each water molecules
included in the ice-liquid phase transition system. The resulting DP values are then classified selecting the thresholds both on the minimum of the P(DP) (a) and -+30% from the
minimum of the P(DP)(b), obtaining two and three clusters respectively. The MD snapshots of water report the gray (ice phase), blue (liquid phase), and red (ice-liquid interface)
clusters. These DP distributions are consistent with the averaged KDE distributions obtained from the LENS signals in Figure 3e in the main paper.

108
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Movie S1. LENS analysis of gel-liquid phase coexistence in a DPPC lipid bilayer at 293 K of temperature.109

Atoms are colored based on their main LENS environment of belonging: liquid-phase lipids in red, gel-phase110

lipids in cyan.111

Movie S2. LENS analysis of local dynamic transitions in a Cu(211) surface at 600 K of temperature. Atoms112

are colored based on their main LENS environment of belonging: static solid-phase atoms in gray, more113

dynamic surface edge atoms in orange, and fast-diffusing atoms in violet.114

Movie S3. LENS analysis of a local sharp transition in a icosahedral Au-NP at 200 K of temperature. Atoms115

are colored based on their main LENS environment of belonging: crystalline/ordered domains in gray, solid116

but more dynamic atomic environments in cyan, increasingly dynamic local environments in orange and117

violet respectively. The movie shows how the LENS analysis detects the local transformation event of one118

icosahedron vertex (having 5-neighbor atoms) into a concave "rosette" (with 6-neighbor atoms).119
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